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Ancient battlefield covered in greenery

Hachikokuyama Park
Location l Suwa-cho 2/ 3-chome, Tamako-cho 4-chome, Higashi-Murayama City
Contact Information l Sayama Park Administration Office  tel: 042-393-0154 (3-17-19 Tamako-cho, Higashi-Murayama-shi 189-0026)
Transport l 5-minute walk from Seibu-en (Seibu-Seibuen line).

Opened June 1, 1990 
Area 291,458.01 m2

Main plants Japanese red pine, sawtooth oak, 
konara oak, cutch, mugwort fir 

Located at the eastern edge of the rolling Sayama Hills,
Hachikokuyama Park stretches along the Tokyo-Saitama border.
The name Hachikokuyama, literally “eight province mountain,”
originates in the fact that the mountains of eight old provinces
are visible from the peak of the 89.4 m mountain. Those
provinces are Kozuke, Shimotsuke, Hitachi, Awa, Sagami,
Suruga, Shinano, and Kai.

This area is said to be a Kamakura era ancient battlefield. A
military monument stands at the top of the mountain,
commemorating the subjugation of Musashino by Yoshisada
Nitta, a Minamoto clan general.

Nothing remains here of the dreams of warriors. Groves of
trees such as konara and sawtooth oaks along with wild grasses
grown now, providing a sanctuary for wild birds, insects, and
other creatures.
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Fun green walking path in the shape of the letter “U”

Higashi-Ayase Park
Location l Higashi-Ayase 1/ 2/ 3-chome, Ayase 3/ 5/ 6-chome, Yanaka 1-chome, Adachi Ward
Contact Information l Higashi-Ayase Park Administration Office  tel: 03-3605-0005 (3-4 Higashi-Ayase, Adachi-ku 120-0004)
Transport l 1-minute walk (18-minutes walk to office) from Ayase (JR line, Chiyoda line). Toll parking facilities available (24 hours).

Opened July 11, 1966 
Area 158,969.79 m2

Trees Tall trees: 5,100 shrubs: 6,100 m2

Grass: 6,900 m2

Main plants Chinese elm, ginkgo, cherry (someiyoshino), 
poplar, stone oak, metasequoia, 
American sweetgum, bald cypress, azalea   

Facilities Baseball field, tennis courts, exercise field 
(gateball court), martial arts hall 
(administered by Board of Education: 
tel: 03-5697-2111), heated pool 
(administered by Adachi Ward: 
tel: 03-5616-2500)

Higashi Ayase Park forms an inverted “U” shape by connecting
fields dotting the area from Ayase station on the Chiyoda and
Joban lines with a walking path. This was once paddy fields, but
the land made available from lot reorganization was
incorporated into a park. Its total length is 2 kilometers, and the
park is planted with trees that present a feeling for the changing
of seasons such as cherry, bald cypress, American sweetgum,
and azalea. Along the walking path on the west side of the park
flows a stream that forms the source of Hanahata River that
makes use of what was once irrigation water. Exercise
playground equipment and a gateball court are also located
there. A variety of exercise facilities are located at the north
side, surrounded by greenery. 

The park is equipped with a baseball field, tennis courts,
martial arts hall, heated pool, and other facilities to make it a
sports-oriented park. It is gaining much attention as a park for
people of all ages to enjoy.

The full bloom of spring

Swings in the warm summer wind


